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Part 1

The belief in an external world independent of the perceiving subject is the basis of all 
natural science.

Albert Einstein
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An emotion becomes another correlation between sequence and absence,

gas needle rising while the car is in motion, or dominos in reverse lifting

each other back up into an illusion of decreasing entropy. A voice hovers

near a vase on a mantle, totters as a hand enters the space below thought

of object, a film running backwards where shards of porcelain on a floor

fly up to table, recreating a vase, now a flower placed in water by another

hand, a basket of apples by the door through which his recollection enters

an orchard whose invisible owl substitutes perception 4 refrain. To reveal

itself clearly fog must conceal something else, a bridge for instance, flesh

behind silk while a man’s fingers approaching a page, one 2-dimensional

rectangle of fog, open and close all around her, an event horizon. Twisting

the space between them inside out she reaches the thought of him through.
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The ideal particle, for instance his, assumes an anti-particle equidistant

to hers by juxtaposing a word and the idea of presence, one bird in two

minds. The inverted pelican’s beak intersects the blue-green of ocean’s

horizontal plane but since two entities can only attain infinite closeness

what is perpendicular must be imagined, what the flesh intuits, the fish

suspended as prey whose shape is determined by the area between. She

could never look at birds the same way, within a space not uncontained

by one mind. Different from his interpretation, a fish requires the caress

of water as constant, motioning one’s perception of touch between two

bodies, energy simultaneously emitted/absorbed in a field where twelve

cypresses overlook the sea’s rising expanse merging with the tilted sky,

gravity momentarily defied, the thought of a bird shaped like an action.
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One shadow cast by twelve trees predicts the sun’s position relative

to hers, his thought projecting above the apex of an A-framed peak

breaking across a reef while a frigate bird lands on an upside-down

cargo ship. To imagine his regard for her as undiminished as ocean

or to measure an emotion’s velocity backlit in lamplight around her

shoulders,  desire  enters a space occupied by photons vanishing,  his

line of  recollection  intersecting  a  moment offshore,  identity affixed

as silhouettes to  embers of memory.  Time inverted,  deepening blue

framed below it,  begins to enter multiple frames per second of sky,

a  jet,  an experiment in  progress.  When a horizon retracts,  radiation

escapes infinite density and a dream split in 2 equals the electricity

of the dark-eyed junco crossing the perimeter of a black-eyed susan.
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Inside her something mirrors something removed from a riverbed

& placed in ocean looming blue then white as sound enters space

arranged in glass. Her mouth will prove a silence of his displace-

ment, an act stumbled upon before the word conceives something

else, this territory penetrated exactly where light scatters meaning

in relation to each atom which together comprise an iris, a shutter

opening to reveal it, presence camouflaged in tangle of scrub oak.

White-crowned sparrow appears then goes as day ascends within

two bodies attached to one explanation, flames of yellow poplars

contained in the dark green expanse surrounding them. Now their

tongues experience sensations of touch and headlights trace inter-

twining shapes adjacent to a violet rivermouth’s widening center.
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Words disperse as matter, sexuality exposed to opposite charges in the dream

turned inside out, concentration overtaken by an emotion endlessly beginning,

higher to lower, one notion of center impossible to locate even within a fixed

number of dimensions. He stares at her counterpart in glass, one for each eye

if only a moment could regenerate collapse and continue to make sense. Static

on horizon produces thought of birds electrocuted on the wire, blades of green

blurring the distinction between blurry and distinct, this note sustained before

another chord strikes itself, an ecstatic reference engaged elsewhere. An ocean

growing warmer, cormorants approach the archipelago surrounded by fishing

boats, one of which will sink by nightfall, his hands in her dream dead leaves

turning orange in sun spiraling down, erasing the trail where footprints crackle

and disappear behind a fallen sugar pine hollowed out, its black ribs steaming.
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Vibrant conversation concerning the color and width of a particular

lightning bolt,  a probable outcome induced by two bodies radiating

equal  portions  of  invisible  light  passing  through a  prism scattering

violets on a canvas, nothing violates the conservation, as his where-

abouts moves in and out of hers, of energy. An unseen mockingbird

behind  a  physical  apparition  traversing  the  negative  space  adjacent

to a lake, a surface imparts its own double face disguised in ripples

of willow and blackberry vines predicting the position of eight stars

dripping light through a bottomless ladle. She holds a big blue bowl

of nectarines below the constellation,  he pushes stop but her image

persists as hunger, mist in the orchard where seeds swell and beaks

strip ripe flesh. When what is binary merges the grey area implodes.
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Wry message left in order to convince him of emotional information

written outside her bedroom—naked boy pouring water on his penis

in a painting snatched from real life and placed on walled dimension

dripping blue then turquoise and white without noticing his inability

to contain motion—expands one’s vision of distance clothed in green.

Devotion approaches the missing center of an object in a neighboring

system, small grove in which a tall linden loses twelve yellow leaves

simultaneously, her shadow eclipsed by immediate presence of wings.

The difference between them, a yellow-billed magpie, a thief, dilates,

constricts, pupil learning what not to trust. Meaning adds or removes

a ring the shape of a hollow wave, upheaval of frequency, of love, she

says, a perpetual easement to receive light, air and unobstructed view.
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Density fluctuations,  one scarlet  and one spotted,  mottled reflection

comes closer to previous reversal of beginnings, action of the house

finch and a starling on the ledge, window framing curves of breasts.

As she repeats the word milk again from the kitchen almost attached

to the bedroom in which he counts varieties of warblers not wearing

yellow in a book whose o sounds remind him of her body, wavering

checkmark of snow geese corrects itself across a wide blue medium.

Now vertebral column of jet contrail separates before vanishing. He

remembers getting aroused by her pronunciation of that word or not

listening, the difference a body of deep aqua around which a woman

gathers a bushel of persimmons, one with a sliver of silver the girl’s

mouth in the painting calls moon but neither o ends where it begins.
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She remembers bouquet around basket of figs, syntactical pattern

shifting in relation to dream interrupted by bittersweet voice, his,

in the next room a smell of coffee and cinnamon. A convergence

of surfaces near daybreak, oblique angles diverge without regard

for her position, an argument suspended as hands plant gardenias

below two flowering dogwoods. One emotion disrupts another’s,

dog barking at dark triangular peak above which scrolls of smoke

unroll. Pointing at a car door in a tree surrounded by green water,

some sparkling in sun while she watches it rain from her bedroom

window, to shield his eyes from the growing brightness he places

his left hand horizontally across his brow, an unintentional salute,

the sandy dog rubbing herself euphorically against a dead seagull.
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Small birds in a meadow whose words split in three recharge them-

selves,  their  voltages inversely proportional to  the output  of yellow

energy flying from pistils of an orchid shaped like a vagina. Mean-

while he fingers between the folds of a paperback whose postscript

contradicts its  preface as she smiles at a lovely illusion represented

by the sun sinking between foothills,  signs, cosines, dark vibrations

in the foreground signaling his impulse to drink. The electron leaps

to the next stable orbit available on wrought-iron table on which she

places a dish of cherries his hands won’t approach. Twelve plovers

scatter  above a  wave cracking symmetrically over  a  limestone  reef

patched with anemones and urchins whose blue glass spines reflect

in the book he closes the wrinkled curtain of a sperm whale’s brow.
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An obsession with attainment, a vessel manned by a blasphemous

cripple named after the prophet of doom chasing something white,

a name can't be traced back to anything in the real world. Thought,

the hesitation of which mirrored in the mirage of this oasis, defies

containment as if a cloud could quantify loneliness, the first spider

in a new house. She can't approach without leaving her egg behind

so she stays above, an urge to paraphrase or love, he says, stringing

along dependent clauses like needy children, final pink glow being

wiped off the face of Mount Diablo. Two bodies in one green boat

drifting in the Sound over schools of fish, each thing is a particular

thing, the cauliflower cloud or the wind it sails on, horizontal tran-

scendence, the world newly habitable asking nothing of him or her.
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That, he says, has nothing to do—while she views the same thing, a row

of eucalyptus trees—with this, a banana slug spanning the same distance

in a million seconds a human tongue does in a millisecond. As the word

breaches its assigned destination she pictures something white, a whale,

an album. Not a bird in sight, nothing waiting for what he imagines will

never come, she sees the changing mood behind his blue eyes gathering

stray waves of meaning, out the window the horizon turning red and she

recalls an image from a tale, the lion in the cemetery of their rendezvous

while the ring dropped by a thought sinks in a pool whose rings continue.

Her dream a thief, the salience of morning compelled to dispel darkness,

to ignite the yellow glow climbing every tree equally, he will wake twice

to the sound of magpies and once to the sight of his right hand in her left.
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An isolated section of nervous system relates to both the rate at which she

paints above his kitchen window and the vibrations traversing the surface

of a puddle in which 2 eucalyptus branches intertwine. His idea of aqua

not yet pierced by actuality, they’re hot and talking about God when she

sees it, a red-tailed hawk whose tail looks orange in sunlight. Mimicking

flight before actually flying, it flexes dark brown shoulders and, without

allowing her perception to fix the illusion of a symmetrical frame around

a graceful departure, departs. While the paradox of one fox staring at two

clocks is rehearsing this soliloquy, before a dark green ridge can transect

a bright orange sphere descending, she points and says there but when he

looks the fox is gone, replaced by an elongated shaft of shadow between

2 rows of eucalyptus trees, peeled off bark like big curled strips of paint.
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Through the lower left pane of their window the blur of a wing, red, through

the upper right pane grassy hills brighten in sunlight before the horses arrive

to deprive them tuft by tuft of their blades. A cloud confuses its pink-edged

comma with an actual pause before shape-shifting back to a chimera without

facial features now a headless horseman now a centaur devoured by a flower.

He remembers stealing a concrete horse head, naming it Stanley and feeling

guilty, as she remembers learning about the horse head nebula but believing

for years it’s called the horse crab nebula. In a telescope first a scarlet horse

and the greens of the crab’s eyes before the whole image bucks and scuttles,

now the yellow face of a woman appears, her mouth hanging down, opening

an illusory center of language, the disparity between the overflowing beauty

of the universe and this perceiving subject barely wide enough for an apple.
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From her perspective the sun has set & one shadow is encroaching

on the ridge whose distance refocuses the possibility of his left iris

in a meadow of self-contained fear. Meanwhile the thought of a bee

conceives hives of hyacinths by the sea & she points to the nearest

star or planet, maybe the goddess of love made of clouds of sulfuric

acid, its magnitude diminishing in fog as if an angel has abandoned

symbolism by curling into a ball that takes up no space, indifferent

to winter solstice, the birth of a man-god. Golden-crowned sparrow

singing will fuse a boy's thought to its corresponding action. Before

evening has begun, her letters licked and sent, the scent of her dress

against his neck, when the sparrow appears on this ledge he hears it

but can’t see, too self-absorbed to feel the sun’s position inside her.
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Spaces between swabs of small clouds in a painting like spaces between

lines have something to do with the emptiness she feels. Twisting a lilac

between left index finger and thumb she sees in a large book a beautiful

but dumb wood-duck, signaling her impulse to feel his lips against hers

and afterwards, to hear three one-syllable words. Withholding an instant

within a sphere one can discern, his head resting lightly against her hip,

things touch without touching, he says quite dreamily, a full cup of beer

approaching his lip, and her response—whatever you say, I’ll take what

I can get—occurs as something flares across their window, glassy water

broken by a red bill. From a whiskey barrel topped with soil, the trans-

planting of impatiens by her hands, she calculates his velocity but can’t

know his proximity, whereas he knows where she is but not her speed.
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Whether the daisy chain of logic has an end, starlings disappearing over

the eaves under which he sits, black cage of stars proportional to an area

inside, a discrepancy between perceptions will alternately fluctuate with

and exclude the wood-duck on a stamp, a woman on a bed. To decipher

between Queen Anne’s lace & wild carrot, that red spider in Sparta who

invented geometry swinging from a hinge of rosemary, a dead geranium

on a bed of jasper and an ordinary man’s grave overturned, groundswell

rolls from reef to jetty, unravels in long shattering curls. An irregularity

in the pattern becomes regular so someone in control makes a note of it,

the circumference of a blackhole’s event horizon, lacy afterglow the day

her mother dies inside. While rain topples a girl’s castle a blue-eyed boy

draws a shark, amounts of red in the picture growing blurry in the water.
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A smear reveals that things scatter and disappear, that the world goes on

without them, dimensions expanding and contracting according to a law

of indifference, so with his ring finger he pushes a red lock of hair back

behind her ear then waits for the first and only tear. Trees keep swaying

because the wind becomes an emotion that animates a white plastic bag

and hangs it on a vine as a present to all that dies, and they know they’ll

leave the forest with the same questions they entered with, the acquiring

of insight a matter of surrender. The crisp silverwet fogswirl that erases

the mudflats approaches an inlet where four egrets surround a cormorant

opening the black doors of its wings, making her think of a stained-glass

window in a church. When the fog lifts and the duck, two memories lock

and flicker, one of which not even the tunnel vision of entropy can touch.
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A rambunctious urge to manipulate the  the concerning her whereabouts

whichever horizon offers itself to his desires, the hypothetical stoppage

of any given motion fixes a torn piece of sky. By an abandoned section

of railroad where dandelions and tiger-lilies, cattails and bulrushes hide

rusted ties a marsh wren’s throat expands and contracts, its song one 3-

pitched volley reminding her of a name on a stone that offers no relief

from the slippage of perception.  As if  there’s always a plane overhead

he will return to the marsh to drink again and again and she will place

five mangoes and a knife on a wrought-iron table shaped like a spider-

web. Sheets of rain pulled sideways traverse the bed of dead lilies, his

emotion resisting her  wish to  revise it,  inexorable shrouds thrown thru

the air to be perceived by the ear, but there’s no one there, no one here.
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Now the last thought begins, an audible shape spreading out below

the plateau that separates forest A from forest B, now the A and B

wings of a building between 2 people moving opposite directions.

What he doesn’t see, a rich white-breasted nuthatch walking down

the spruce tree, assigning consequence, relinquishes something felt,

darkness as object she can’t want to carry anymore. If palindrome

is to radar what time-lapse is to grief, it’s not citylights they recall

but all the leafy shapes along the trail, hound’s tongue, mule’s ear,

as if meadow were permitted to appear where a freeway once was.

At this end of the sun a tiny centipede peers under a red alder leaf,

a fusion of stillness and motion as though love too was composed

of what goes from A to B without traversing the distance between.
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Part 2

The human body is blind except for the minute exception of the eyes.

Cole Swensen
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What inhabits a thought,  of which vision signifies nothing seen,

if you look carefully enough and listen, she thinks, what you see

will make a kind of music. Seeing, as in they were seeing each

other,  something tended or tendered,  behind it  ocean fluctuating

between grey and aqua-marine,  seeing changes  everything seen.

Matter  as porous as a screen across which the images flicker—

the tall mortician makes a cadaver cry, the fly on the wall turns

upon  closer  perception  into  the  hornet—vibrates  imperceptibly,

strings  of  one  invisible  instrument  made  of  tiny  particle-waves

made of tinier ones made of nothing. Sunset like a long wound

on the horizon,  words turn a space between her feeling and his

the color of egrets in twilight, the bay a maze of bright trenches.
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Oblivious to the previous spring when the distance from one feeling

to the next was interrupted by a thought concerning the future, now,

which is always already gone, an anxious breeze blows over a wavy

petal of an iris, a bright yellow streak on the light purple tongue. She

flinches at the shifting voltage of a bee resembling a car accelerating,

a jet, the probability of predicting this electron’s next move while he

touches her forehead and then looks down into her left pupil dilating.

Before it moves again or transforms into something undetectable one

emotion separates a green ridge from the current blues of perception.

She lifts, to maneuver through darkness, the lid of the piano and sees

cobwebs connecting the strings then climbs through their basement’s

open window, her left knee crunching the stalk of the full-blown iris.
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A red-haired woman crouched behind basalt, speechless, peering at a grizzly

scooping a spawning silver from Skookum Creek, entrails splattering against

teeth, fur, or an upturned downy woodpecker probing the pulp of a hollow fir

stump, something disguised as hunger eats at him. A black grand piano stands

on a blue carpet watching TV, or so she imagines while he counts on a tiered

ledge of a cement bridge 12 cormorants arranged like notes on a sheet whose

composer disappears with everything tilted on axis and everything else falling

the other way. She remembers sycamore leaves on a grave whose letters erode

to saltgrains for worms to slither off with, his drinking increasing. Sound, icy

firs and frozen stones, horizontal swaths of fog above still water, without this

crystallized silence fish would be less unimaginable, and in another state he’d

see not only Pisces but the doors of a jagged W opened toward the Pole Star.
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As the green and blue sheen of a tree swallow distinguishes itself he

wants to believe knowing the names of birds diminishes the feeling

of alienation, and that watering a few plants on a narrow balcony—

heather, sweet William, thyme—will relieve a pressure in the chest.

Some things we aren’t meant, she says, to know, when the swallow

vanishes, leaving a trace of blue-green. Tho they want to stare into

each other until the dusky animal sheds its light, a natural aversion

to polished dimensions, the feelers of an ant that hesitates then runs

across the page, a palette to fix a flowerbed and spikes to defeather

it, the moment refuses to turn itself inside out. In ocean or carnival

mirror’s glassy waves, other women come and go, talking of merry-

go-rounds & Poe in a field of marigolds surrounding a wooden box.
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Back and forth, a barn swallow feeding her young, their faces peering

out of a grey cone in the eaves of a building whose stilts can be seen

by someone approaching now from the east, the man whose daughter

was found the night before, what these have in common is movement

in time being acted upon by an internal force. Now the galaxy mirrors

the singularity emerging from it. A black Lab tied to a parking meter,

a rope swing over Willow Creek, into nothing goes everything named

regardless of her stance on romance, belaying down this rope of light

at the end of his voice where the thought of loss crystallizes. Without

making a sign something has been sitting there immobilized, its eyes

turned inward like a stone, blind to the swallow above the rocky cliff

swerving in pursuit of some tiny creature that must be there in the air.
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What sheds its light in a dream revolving around sound wakes her,

the dalliance of twilight at dawn, the first bird to etch a note above

this  marsh  a  female  night  heron from the  morning before  color.  If

a conception of an idea negates the second law then a blue feather

lands  behind two bicycles  in  one abandoned mill  and what  resides

between  them is  hearsay,  rust,  a  dialogue  whose  perimeter  affirms

her right breast in his left hand. The remains of memory a wing tip

emerging through the top of an ash pile, what was mustard, scotch-

broom,  blackberry  & fennel  is  now concrete.  A rhododendron  leaf

the size of her face accounts for whatever else he may have found

in the slough of reflections,  the black and white of the night heron

rejecting a song too often sung among glassy alders and milkweed.
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Visual  information passing horizontally and vertically—three sixteenths

of orange rim between water and sky, driftwood shaped like a dorsal fin

and a boy on a raft, the fact that he doesn’t exist won’t prevent the shark

from consuming him. He’ll wake to empty beer bottles, a blade in a tree,

a smokestack circling back on itself indicating something about the surf,

the probability of the black ball approaching light speed becoming small

enough to fit into a moth’s mouth burning on the bulb. Before depiction,

a teal wave diminishing wet sun on white shore, memory enters the flesh

and the shark swims away, a woman emerging from a mouth of a wave,

her right hand slicing the slick shoulder. She wakes to drops of red paint,

the Indian paintbrush outside their window & broken toys on dead grass

signaling this final departure, any word capable of figuring firm ground.
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Illusory, relentless, a war without beginning to end, a phantom drinks

his desire for her presence, yellow smear across half-sphere of blurry

sky, something marbled and something ruddy reflected in this marsh.

Swirling green flames, the arms of the goddess an ocean of phosphor-

escence seen from the plane above a dream, he drinks while she fills

with anger. What he doesn’t see, the candlefish weaving thru tall bul-

rushes, and what she does—shut the blinds and a blue bedroom door

and lie down on the wet floor as a green heron stabs the candlefish—

coincide color by decadent color. Because of red shift mouths as well

as galaxies recede, some wild odor in the brain’s white fluid on a bed

so like their own a lamp beside it reveals whose body’s missing, then

a screen door slams and twelve bottles on a wrought iron table rattle.
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See through the window her right hand writing, the prince’s hand

cradling a skull. Birds in the woods in the words of poems would

disappear but time folds itself over and back, word becomes flesh

and flesh decays, a smell, a smile, a woman from a single cell, her

memory of him walking & talking about the white shark in the air

in a movie, a look in his eye something moving underwater. Now

see her hazel eyes turning back to face these bees behind him, her

hollyhocks high as this  roof.  Wet sunlight  across grasses  studded

with horses, a window beginning to appear, her hand as it moves

a pen across a page, to lie to oneself so conscience can con science

into mistaking a man for a ghost, the upper half of its body in sun,

after he sinks a fluorescent afterimage will still cling to her retina.
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The tip of the tongue a bridge between outside and in, the narrow

continuum the bones enclose to distinguish a pane from a sparrow

in plain sight, he sits alone on a stone staring at a hill, its terminus

indecipherable, speechless. It was coming now, cool & indifferent,

its brow rising over this coastal ridge, something larger than itself

peering thru the window, ocean cloud, thought submerged. Juking

imaginary opponents in air a godwit makes a raking sound, metal

tines of a rake scraped across concrete, and she sees herself there,

a sparrow in a cat’s mouth. A comparison of the object with itself,

music hesitates before it leaves a blue crane on a red oyster barge,

the man's drink a coincidence, quince eaten by ants & her absence

persists the way light goes on after the source that produced it dies.
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When he shuts his whiskey-shot eyes,  snow wafting down wonderfully

slow, the swirling blur of a universe reverberates between crystal walls.

Having come to snip a maple sapling, a doe with white tail & wet black

nose turns & goes but spring will return every year for another 5 billion

years,  one  mouth  for  speaking—pickleweed,  pennywort—spear-fishing

for minnows, time divided by the distance between them, upside-down

question-mark buried in a ball of bait about to be bit. Halibut will range

he says, from ping-pong paddle to tennis racket to barn door, then she'll

remember the barn whose window resembles an eye left open for moon-

light to define edges of haystacks. Two towhees in snow and a foghorn

moaning over the icy waters of the Sound, she looks at the cover of this

book about a man who disappears and her dog barks into an empty well.
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Images propagate at a faster rate than anti-images can annihilate them

proving a smell of orange before the fact unpeels itself concentrically

in a process of focus. One whose shutter, open, reveals his otherwise

invisible seed, sunlight and water being provided by her, the location

of an urge pokes a hole in perception. The correlation between a crab

tiptoeing across coral and a lei placed around the neck of a child who

shuns his plastic toy abandoning it to the sand for the tide to overtake

while clouds reflected in ocean's mirror of absolute motion disappear,

shapes light around a body moving behind another hand, small circle

of glass disclosing a pleasure's fortune told then sold. The movement

of an electric field creates a magnetic one & vice versa, her reversed

image dispersing on the sunlit surface beneath which he swims away.
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When her image begins to move he blows out the candle. Flesh

hilltops, if the mote, he thinks, were in the eye I wouldn't see it

when she blinks her lamp how unfathomable a world, as if now

could be nailed down, a bridge over this moat across which she

approaches.  During an experience of  stillness  everything inside,

water reflecting clouds, is  moving every green and brown thing

in the landscape, grass, trees, 12 trails seeming to constitute her

breathing, so wherever an I is the eyes are. A photograph would

be no match if it didn't curl and yellow, if what is deepest inside

corresponds to what  is  deepest outside,  hollow wave unraveling

across  reef,  explosions of  white  blossoms below the translucent

curtain behind which he vanishes, reappears and again vanishes.
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When he says  godwit she imagines stained glass while actual birds

probe a mudflat, sun’s ghostly glow making it difficult to separate

them, russet and green, her eyes for instance a river, dead branches

on the muddy bottom. Whatever keeps that flicker returning to this

backyard being immeasurble,  she arranges shards of stained glass

on the table while he drinks and draws the bottom half of a woman

with a y, lower-case i's whose dots become what this butterfly fish

exhales swerving through kelp and coral. A bottle attracts the man

and the bottlebrush attracts a goldfinch. Red bridge suspended over

the disappearance of Heermann's gulls and promises, a tall shadow

distinguishing between front and back of a relationship, thru a long

corridor of overhanging branches, hands held, another couple walk.
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A woman stares into a painting, greens of a girl’s eyes & blues

of a boy’s, ocean glowing in one frame and the dim sea of their

doom in the next, ants moving in a little trench of syrup around

the top of a beer can. He remembers burning an ant with a mag-

nifying glass, sun burning its fuel from inside out, core to shell,

mutations  in  relative  spheres  like  sword ferns  around redwood,

sour  fragrance  of  skunk  cabbage.  Examining  the  lavender  pool

for signs she sees a cloud shaped like Freud's silhouette and he

swats a  fly.  The constancy of every variable and the variability

of  every  constant,  a  flowering  dogwood  attracting  a  flycatcher

beside the trail  they approach at  different  speeds  from different

directions, thin lacquer of light covers the shell  of every beetle.
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Her face almost in an instant what it used to be, that instant seen

through this, a photograph keeps its lie brandished with promise.

Though it can’t describe itself, they use it to describe the world,

the vibrating trapezoid of sunlit water nearly touching the island

on which the last letter was burned. Failing to distinguish reason

from cause, an orange cat curled on the warm black hood of her

car, she stares at the photograph of 4 people sitting around a fire

in which she is the only one still living, this illusion of stillness

a bright face outside the limits of speech, black waves breaking

white against a beach. A fly lands on her right eye in the picture,

its  effect on memory determined by a return of certain patterns,

his, as two mallards, male and female, exit the luminous slough.
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An equal & opposite reaction will signal something about doubt,

memory disguised, discolored by unrest,  a painting by their  bed

measured in relation to object at the foot of a cliff at dusk closer

to her auburn hair than his yellow shirt. Wanting to feel it, waves

of human frequencies in the atmosphere where words go whether

or not they’re heard, consciousness creates then destroys, created

and destroyed by the body. See them speckle the black landscape,

small town lights reflected on the bay like spectral lines of prison

bars. Another remembrance, an atmosphere attached to an object,

it’s an old story told by a fire before the edges of the photograph

begin to curl and yellow, to measure the distance to a binary star

or cracked glass she sews a seam of a shirt he thought was gone.
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Because of its newness, this missing moon, or because their bed

will fill with dreams she won’t remember, his memory of a dead

hawk merges with what glides over the pine-lined ridge, a silver

fog beginning to conceal it, and when the shower steam reaches

the smoke alarm above their bed it sounds like a hawk’s screech

fifty yards overhead. He sees her seeing it, a red dot, marsupial’s

retina in a flashlight, the momentum of thought a possum caught

in a bed of forget-me-nots. A memory’s fragrance, hers the night

before,  addiction reverses variable  & constant,  alcohol in pores,

fumy, his desire hollowed out. Around marsh dark shapes flying

and landing, some simultaneously on green water and one lying

in the black mud, she sees him seeing it, a child chasing a bird.
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Keen green-eyed girl, her left hand reaching out for his right, a boy

in a patch of crab-grass beneath the overpass thinking about feeling

differently, you have three selves, she says, one that drinks and one

that dreams of the one who doesn’t. Between what it wants & what

the other wants it to want, the mind’s inability to distinguish pushes

his will both toward and away from her. She grabs him by the mind

and shakes, speed boat breaking a lake into two wakes approaching

reeds on one shore and graffiti on the other, something seen colored

differently each time, red coming closer to what she means. A violin

by box of mangoes, what he says before she goes difference echoes,

its elongated measure ascending blue scales until counterpoint hoists

itself beyond recall, death polishing the knob of the tall narrow door.
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Watching the boa constrictor in the glass cage unravel itself for half

an hour all she has for lunch is an apple, the rain outside inexorable,

mythical, the rain outside forever washing the substance of the land

into the sea. When the woman and the thought of her switch places,

what takes place is the place itself, words seeming to think for them

selves as she touches his shoulder & he looks up into her openness.

While fingertips produce lettered sequence on off-white screen, his

right ear covers her left hip & a chipping sparrow peers behind this

bird-of-paraise, branches of water oak dripping thru a net that holds

nothing up for grabs. She calls it freedom from symbolic reduction,

the woman walking beneath an umbrella on which an image of five

eyes, large open eyes unblinking, endlessly staring up into this rain.
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Part 3

Only language grows such grass-green grass.

Rosemarie Waldrop
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Distance, which clarifies the difference between sapphire and midnight

because the moon coheres, its clandestine source outwitting the sorcery

of skeletons in a neighboring galaxy’s closet, moves around in circles.

On a canvas a feeling in a meadow flecked with larkspur and meadow-

larks presides over the posture of the thinker without his bench, a yoga

pose. Here a concrete pylon caked with mussels & barnacles intersects

sand written upon by her experience of being happened to as opposed

to happenstance, a jasmine scent leading their fingers toward a socket

waiting in the dark. Cirrus clouds at dusk appearing discursively, their

illumined evanescent textures applied with cursive brush strokes, long

lines of text glow on the horizon, yellow and pink-orange words, some

growing dimmer then vanishing, none of which contain a cloud’s idea.
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Sound shaped by a marsh hawk above a small island on which one dowitcher

stands in a crowd of sandpipers, she rearranges 3 words but none of the birds

will cooperate, the taps and knockings of the downy woodpecker on the trunk

of a hemlock as a fire-skinned thing with veins juts into the frame. Something

holds the frame without touching it, new buds like green caterpillars infesting

the branches—spring destroying winter though it never happens the other way

around except in words—snowmelt and stars reflected in water, patterns inter-

rupted by caterpillars, the straitjackets starting to loosen. Before the earth was

spoken, the language torn from her body, seabirds turned toward sun orbiting

the center of a galaxy, blackhole in which no information is ever lost or under-

stood. Purple robes of Mount Diablo absorbing whatever light is left, you look

beautiful, he says, but she’s focused on the trail left on a leaf by a banana slug.
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Mountain named Devil lengthens his desire to kiss her neck, breasts,

stomach, etc., a sweet repetition inserted parenthetically, the fluidity

of parameters ending in a dash of confluence. Four vultures swerve

apart unaware, because of their dance-fighting, of man's perspective

on light conspiring against a reflection to prove one in terms of two.

Moon and full sun reshaping simultaneously their reversed measure

unreferences a woman descending a trail, her subjectivity something

he regards as the simplicity of grass not knowing its own greenness

but representing that to them nonetheless. When the fall stars appear

exponentially colored with magnitudes she accepts his hand, and all

the while a wily cricket began to begin a note, each seeing each into

the next regardless of night’s will to end in language beyond protest.
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Then an improvisational weaving of vultures relinquishes submission

while a rabbit petrified in her image of it runs, personifying a syntax

in suspension, provisional, eliding a cognitive center. This grievance

he addresses he believes will undress her, however hollow, when she

emphasizes an ascertained glow, the soft white tail of a doe derailed

by a bullet traveling ten times faster than the train, a tree whose only

purpose is to grow. A blue-eyed boy swims in a trochaic atmosphere

of daffodils yellowing without recourse to traditional sentiments that

refuse to differentiate between the white shark approaching the boy’s

yellow raft and the words representing the event, skeleton key, piano

playing itself. This isn’t working, she says, knowing the rate at which

his raft sinks, the ripples spreading and disappearing into this surface.
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She’s drawing it in her mind with words whose stresses slant upward

like rain in reverse, from sea to sky, the way that rainbow evaporates

around a cloud’s blossom, his ash spreading in a marsh of her dream.

As the rock he sits on spins imperceptibly backwards and she speaks

in silence, blue spruce and fog on the rivermouth, a hangglider scans

the ocean. What he wants is the same, to laugh without time passing,

her argument unable to separate a grey sky from the sound of wood-

thrush reverberating in black boughs, a swath of color distinguishing

itself from the void. Then he says Athens & she remembers, between

a yellow church and a wheelbarrow of olives an old man whose eyes

she describes as winter blue, numina symbolizing the holes in words

that correspond to loss but fail to fill the pores of every fading thing.
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Wondering why anything exists when nothing would make more sense,

alphabet through birth canal, the voyage of one skeleton two blue holes

in the sky behind her glasses, a word echoes through a limestone cave.

The command is to arrange the vowels in order of darkness then to hear

by the sea's side dark-vowelled birds, the short-eared owl swerve above

a highway between an airport and Humboldt Bay. A capacity for infinite

combinations, a finite number of ways to get around it, Purgatory in fog,

snowshine & earthshine, the crescent moon is pregnant with our shadow,

she says, above Mount Diablo. A blackhole pulls everything around it in,

a white hole at the center of language a centrifuge for separating words

from the mouths of the dead, from the suffering spared, inside a vacuum

the boulder and the feather falling at thirty-two feet per second squared.
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She writes  the forest,  word-substance,  a  nothing-thing not  wise,

otherwise dressed in several greens addressed by words craving

the sheens of any color. Elsewhere, which is to say here, as she

mistakes a white plastic bag for a rabbit in a patch of bloodroot

he  drinks  beside  a  marsh  that  transforms this  town's  excrement

before it makes its way into a bay where drunk fishermen toast

the ghosts of dead lumberjacks. Parabolas of electric wires tran-

sect a space measured according to the word  nation, the images

of which her mind is  changing. Where theory and practice fuse

into something breaking, big hollow wave out of which the man

emerges while the white shark surges & smacks its tail, the trail

of a board traverses the blue face of a wave like a burning fuse.
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Conversation above coffee table  swirling below it,  a late  bill,  two

brown eggs pillaged by a  magpie,  what  rips  itself  open lengthens

the stem of memory, fir tree clothed in flames & falling. The next

day disappears  and  she's  left  with  words,  below magnified  snow-

flakes of maple leaves alder leaves strung from moss hinges,  grey

branches  with  black  wrinkles  like  indecipherable  text.  Dark  horse

on a trail behind then in front of a grove of cork oaks, wine pours

into glass & 1 electron passes thru 2 slits at the same time a cedar

waxwing flies over  the cedar  railing past an empty feeder.  Unable

to communicate  now because of her  rope's  end & his intoxication

walking opposite  ways,  a  lopsided ruby sun sinks  in  violet  ocean,

moon a scythe cutting a furrow of night's meadow in slow motion.
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Staring at the fishbowl on the table she sees her left eye being eaten

or is it her right to know if people resemble words like lake & lichen

on a rock beside it, lines in an old woman's face where a young man

wearing glasses shrinks or stretches the frame. What returns, having

polished the chains of a madman and emerged from the visual field

beneath the sea, breeds history, fathers dropping ice-cloud shadows.

To her, if it's further away than he thinks then it's the murre, the dip

and drip of wings where all the distance between thinking and being

thought blurs. Your glass is leaving a ring on my table the woman's

description of a writing process, bottom of the glass of milk against

top of the glass table, she likes the way he says against and he likes

the way she says milk, but she can't speak & he can't hear her trying.
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Encapsuled, she has so little to go on, the center divide by braille

and tonight might stay night if she fails to calculate the curvature

of one turn among hundreds, then she blows her red hair in front

of a mirror 300 miles from where he sits drinking beneath the jet

behind a  bruised cloud.  Mouse  and hawk,  staring back and forth

at both of them while he imagines the rotten staircase collapsing,

this house a baited trap, he seeks an open window like a bee does

buzzed. She closes the book & he opens that black door, tumbles

thru space like a die, the astronaut's silver umbilical cord sinuous

as the road she's  driving home. His altitude his delicious solitude

whether mouths occur in sequence 2 sides of the same tide rising,

when she raises the topic of reciprocity it's too dark to see the sea.
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While she undresses in the kitchen sunlight brightens the bedroom

window and a thought, his, the confirmation of its urge a white-hot

O rising between curvaceous hills, the cloud behind it turning red.

One flash reveals the shape, their ghost following this hollow sign,

her gibbous moon and his weightlessness upon it as if no one alive

breathes in a closet, the afterlife of their union beginning to haunt

even before they part. Otherness will expand an edge of his desire,

a raw itch by her body in the morning when blades of switch-grass

twitch. A wrinkle in the goings on and on and everything changed

because of it, purple kayak alone on a sky-blue bay, because they

are both, like that deer peering around this fir tree, here, the words

make the sounds of their shapes in air, where shorebirds disappear.
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Beforehand, before hand or mind can be said to grasp anything,

an intention, a baton, the man sitting on a stone imagines being

a spectator at a race, watching twitching muscles of the leader’s

legs and her determined face. One sprig of baneberry in the cove

of her memory, she sees the sunlit sea through a hemlock grove,

the white bird in the word  regret. A red-tailed hawk scares away

a jack-rabbit but when he tells her about it, his voice less sober

than slurred, she can only rethink the thoughts of a lonely thing.

Shapes of shadowy redwoods above the smooth brown and blue,

nearly waterless bay, how do you account for the lies, she wants

to say, or the holes in words between 2 skulls as if triangulation

could isolate the one point where what was lost was lost forever.
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Sandpipers on a mudflat, one turns and flies and the rest in turn

follow it back to the stream, but description fails to mirror both

the timing and spacing of an event. Godwit, avocets, cinnamon

teals, all birds are words but not vice versa, not a pair of ducks

or paradox, a difference between conservation & conversation,

of energy, about the entropy of love, the word screening what it

refers to. Something in an upper left corner of memory, a ghost

in the clock on the bedroom wall, begins to shape the wan light,

the swan’s color being occupied, barring perception, by nothing,

its meaning entering the hole which begins and ends everything.

Her ghost circling the pool’s loops and spools of light, he wants

to split into two and sit in those little silver chairs, her earrings.
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A conversation across blue-grass about an absence of incense cedars

behind raven’s grave, as if the word  arbitrary has an exact reference,

a description of the mind goes awry. Two phoebes, one on a cypress

branch and one on a headstone,  byproduct of consciousness as long

as what’s around it allows it to be, the phoebes having flown, or not

to be among them, he writes her a long letter. Like the coffin-maker

in the coffin,  the marionette dangling from fingers of air,  his words

stare at her, the red-eyed night heron at noon over a family of quails

on a trail  lined with rusty train-rails,  more certain they’re conscious

than they’re going to die. A blue shadow of a dead man, something

persisting  beyond the  margins,  I  had  been traveling,  he  remembers,

to see the remains, all the hilltops bright green and everything alive.
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Meaning, which was the reduction, accrues, to Alaska, to a lass

in tight blue-jeans in wet snow and the red-faced lad beside her

feels his lust melting the blue ice faster than the sun. A northern

flicker  in  a  red  alder  looking post-avant,  visual  thought  caught

between moving forward  and going slack  determines  the  sound

of a line of young poplars in pale yellow air.  Their relationship

will end but its afterlife, from left to right a wave breaking over

the reef, lines of waves making signs on the water, will deepen.

Whether the shark swimming beneath the poem will let the boy

on the raft be, a word between willet & dunlin, if the symmetry

with a human smell,  edible roots and salient shadows, language

gravitates  toward the  real,  thinking without  raft,  without  blood.
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Traversing coordinates of evening he feels in dream something

she places in the hole, forsythia seeds, orchids or kids counting

the blossoms petal by tongue-speckled petal to rob death of its

inheritance if only for the time being. 3 rosehips in moonlight,

a new hearse stained with guano, this  correspondence surfaces

in a sound, consciousness played like a string between today’s

entropy,  tomorrow’s relapse.  Near empty canteen in  the desert

hover pink and blue spheres, strange explosions of hydrangeas.

Dehydrated, when he wakes she’ll have been gone for 2 weeks,

ghost  infiltrating mirrors  of  future  events  whose consequences

don’t matter, poems in which one forgets the real world, songs

no one sings or the number of times the telephone doesn’t ring.
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A thought will last as long as it takes those three boys to reach

the middle of the bridge, jump in the river, race the yellow dog

to a stick, pick blackberries then smear juice across their faces

pretending to be Indians, and skip rocks, the last of which will

still  be skipping one second after they’ve vanished into woods

and a dog’s bark can no longer be heard. Above where Willow

Creek trickles into the Trinity a kestrel appears and disappears.

He thinks of her according to that same pattern, an abundance

that contains a lack, her exit inscribed in her entrance, the loss

leaving him less than before she arrived. The empty cupboard,

scabbard swings,  remembered for what it  doesn’t  depict,  signs

crucial as food, sword, as she watches him vanish in the drink.
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Blocked by thick wires & a proposal the size of a false accusation

he stares at an empty bed opening the definition of a double coffin

to soften an anxiety outside language. He remembers the river-wet

basalt, her fault signaling arousal the way the negative proposition

holds an affirmation firmly for his desire, its schism. Overlapping

triangles of dark pine trees, overlapping circles on pond’s surface,

what belongs to both, the book on the floor that isn’t here anymore

occupies the same negative space as visible to him as her absence,

a feeling of words seeming to think for themselves. A cooled gas,

an unkissed face, nothing beyond matter matters beyond the book

being an intersection she forgets to stop at, a bee on their bathroom

mirror in the morning or her memory of his whole body in the sea.
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In a dusky marsh he keeps thinking he keeps hearing whispered

words, hers, but it’s only the muddy footsteps of this blue heron.

When he speaks her name the receiver is off the hook looking up

at a naked bulb being pecked by moths, the split melon of moon

appearing three times between storms while the blue-eyed ghost

in the photo on the stereo stares through the holes in the speaker.

It’s not raining anymore, the Latin for listen traversing a cursive

thought, blue, an impartial clearing felt above a marsh. What she

doesn’t know becomes impulse, and what was there, a goldfinch

reshaped by the trail of its absence and what was there recurring,

yellow grass-stalks and blackberry vines blowing, what she sees

on the way home, shapes of words, the sounds of their breaking.
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Space verifies itself sexually without diminishing the threshold

of flesh, fish, the small body of water reflecting a varied thrush

on slit salmonberry branch. If island is to ocean what poetry is

to sound surrounding the hot white sand on which two coconut

palms stare at each other in aqua glass, this hole that vast, then

the capacity of language to count each swirl of emptiness traps

perception by starting over every second. Either violet or blue,

lithodora spills out of a basket hanging from an eave over their

balcony, wet surfaces deeper than the depths, seagulls stepping

and pecking along a curved shoreline, each footprint, each hint

of infinity a vibrant immediacy erased by rising tide. Coconut,

peach, even his memory of the taste of her body will be erased.
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